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Introduction
To increase your website's traf�c, you should understand Search Engine Optimization (SEO).

Between 2010 and 2015, it was possible to get enormous traf�c from social media. If you
created an eye-grabbing image with an interesting caption, you could attract the eyeballs of
many. As expected, many businesses took advantage of this.

However, since then, things have changed dramatically. Facebook and other popular social media
platforms realized they were giving businesses free publicity. If businesses want to get people's
attention, shouldn't they have to pay for it?

So, social media platforms started making it more dif�cult for businesses to grab people's
attention. Previously, for instance, 10,000 people may see a post shared by a business, but now
only 1,000 people would see it.

If a business wanted good exposure through social media, it had to pay for it.

All these factors made it dif�cult to get good traf�c from social media. You either need to have a
massive following or be willing to shell out a fair amount of money.

This is where SEO comes in. SEO is the process of optimizing your website for search engines
like Google.

In other words, when people search for something on Google, your site will appear at the top of
the search results — if it's optimized for SEO. People will click on your site and read your
content, thus increasing your site's traf�c.

If you do SEO correctly, you can get a lot of traf�c.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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The general concept behind SEO may sound simple. But considering there are trillions of web
pages and Google has to understand them and display the relevant ones to searchers, it's pretty
tricky to rank on the �rst page of Google.

One of the primary goals of SEO is to make your website stand out from everything else. You
want to make your site as appealing as possible to Google. The more appealing it is, the more it
will be shown to searchers and the more traf�c you'll get.

So, how do you optimize your website and make it stand out in the eyes of Google?

That's exactly what you'll learn in this e-book.

You'll �nd practical, proven SEO strategies to increase your Google rankings.

Thanks again for grabbing a copy of this e-book. Now, let's get started!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Part 1: How Do Search Engines Work?
What Is a Search Engine?
A search engine is a software that's used to perform web searches. When you search for a query,
it will return you the most relevant information from its database.

Currently, there are various search engines out there. However, among them, Google is the most
popular.

According to Statcounter, Google has a market share of about 92%, which is several times higher
than the 3.33% market share of the second most popular search engine — Bing.

So, in this guide, let's primarily focus on Google's SEO.

How Do Search Engines Work?
The way a search engine functions is incredibly complex. Also, Google is too secretive about
exactly how it works, but over the years, they have revealed a fair amount of key information. I'll
disclose those later in this guide.

When you search for a query on Google, you'll expect it to provide you with the most relevant
information. Just imagine, if you search for "cat food" and Google returns information about �sh
tanks, will you ever rely on Google? Of course, no.

Google primarily uses three processes to provide you with the most relevant information.

1. Crawling
2. Indexing
3. Ranking

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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1. Crawling
Crawling is the process in which Google sends a group of bots, called crawlers or spiders, to �nd
new and updated content on the web.

Google �rst �nds some pages and follows the links on those pages to �nd other pages. However,
if your website is new, you won't have many backlinks. So, there's a high chance for Google
crawlers to miss your page.

You should submit your sitemap to Google through Google Search Console to solve this issue.
Let's discuss the process of submitting the sitemap later in this guide. 

2. Indexing
After completing the crawling process, Google analyzes your pages for the necessary information
and stores them in its index.

 An index is a massive database that contains information about billions of web pages.

3. Ranking
Through the ranking process, Google displays the most relevant page for users' search queries.

In other words, when you search for a query on Google, it'll bring up and rank the most relevant
pages from its index.

Now we hope you got a clear idea of how search engines work.

Summing up, Google �rst sends crawlers to �nd new pages on the web. Next, it analyzes those
pages and stores it in its index. Next, when a user searches for something, Google will provide
him with the most relevant information from the index.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://search.google.com/search-console/welcome?utm_source=about-page
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Part 2: Di�erent Types of SEO
On-Page SEO
On-page SEO refers to optimizing the content on your web pages to make them rank higher in
the search results.

The following are some of the most important on-page SEO factors.

1. Page content
2. Keyword optimization
3. Title tag
4. Header tags
5. Meta description
6. Image optimization
7. URL optimization
8. Internal linking
9. Mobile-friendliness

10. Voice search optimization

Let's discuss these factors in detail in the later in this guide.

O�-Page SEO
Off-page SEO refers to everything you do outside your website to improve its rankings in the
search results.

The following are some of the most important off-page SEO factors.

1. Link building
2. Social media marketing
3. Local SEO

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Among all the off-page SEO factors, link building (backlinks) holds the highest signi�cance.
Backlinks refer to the links you get from other websites.

The more high-quality backlinks your website gets, the better its rankings will be — if you have
correctly optimized your website for on-page and technical SEO.

Let's discuss these factors in detail in the later in this guide.

Technical SEO
Technical SEO refers to optimizing the technical elements of your web page to make it rank
higher in the search results.

The following are some of the most important technical SEO page SEO factors.

1. Site structure and navigation
2. Loading speed
3. Sitemap submission
4. Structured data (Schema markup)
5. Website security
6. Deleting or �xing broken pages
7. Breadcrumbs

Let's discuss these factors in detail in the 6th part of this guide. 

Note: All the on-page, off-page, and technical SEO factors in�uence the ranking of your website
in the search results. Also, the factors I have listed above are the most important among the
200+ factors that Google considers to rank a website.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Part 3: Performing Keyword Research
Keyword Research Basics
Keyword research is the process of �nding relevant phrases (keywords) with a high monthly
search volume and then including those keywords throughout a page.

When you include relevant keywords in your content, it helps Google understand the content
more effectively.

You should choose the best keyword from your research as the focus keyword (primary keyword)
for your content. You may also include other relevant good keywords throughout your content.

How to Perform Keyword Research?
1. Choosing an SEO Tool
To perform keyword research, you'll need an SEO tool. Fortunately, there are many good SEO
tools out there that you can use to �nd relevant, high-volume keywords. Some of them include:

 SEMRush
 Ahrefs
 Ubersuggest

All these tools are freemium, which means you have to pay to use their features without
limitations. And, to be honest, most SEO tools cost you money. So, you should be ready to spend
a couple of dollars on the tool.

Among these tools, I personally rely on SEMRush to perform keyword research as I �nd it easier
to use. However, regardless of your tool, the method of performing keyword research will
remain pretty much the same.

Not to mention, SEMRush does give you 10 free keyword searches per day that you can utilize
to learn the tool.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://semrush.sjv.io/XxknPM
https://ahrefs.com/pricing
https://neilpatel.com/ubersuggest/
http://semrush.sjv.io/6bjd0E
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2. How to Get Keyword Ideas?
Getting keyword ideas is pretty simple. For instance, if you're about to write a blog on preparing
tea, you can just search for "how to prepare tea" on the tool to know the metrics for that
keyword.

You can also go through the suggestions given by the tool to get more keyword ideas.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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You may also use Google's autocomplete feature to �nd seed keywords.

Next, you can enter those seed keywords in the tool to get keyword ideas and know the metric.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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3. How to Select the Best Keyword?
Once you get the keyword ideas, it's time to analyze them and choose the best keyword for your
content.

When analyzing the keyword's data, the following are the three metrics you should keep an eye
on.

1. Search volume
2. Keyword dif�culty
3. Trend

Your goal is to �nd keywords with a relatively high search volume and low dif�culty. If you're not
into seasonal business, the keyword should have a consistent search volume throughout the
year.

1. Search Volume
Search volume indicates the monthly number of searches for a speci�c keyword. It indicates the
number of searches per month, not the number of users who searched.

It's generally better if your focus keyword has a search volume of more than 1,000. Also, if your
business is country-speci�c, ensure that your target country is among the highest contributing
countries to the search volume.

2. Keyword Di�culty
Keyword dif�culty indicates the competition for a particular keyword on a scale of 0 to 100. The
higher the keyword dif�culty, the more dif�cult it'll be to rank in the search results.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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If your website is new, it's better to choose keywords with a keyword dif�culty score of less than
30.

However, in some cases, if you write content on a popular topic, you may look for keywords with
a dif�culty score of less than 40.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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3. Trend
Trend metric indicates people's interest in a keyword in the last 12 months. You should choose
keywords with a consistent trend unless you're running a seasonal business.    

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Bonus Point: Search Intent Metric
SEMRush displays the search intent for keywords, which is a handy feature for beginners, and,
sometimes, even for experts.

Search intent conveys the purpose of a user's query in Google. Below, I have listed SEMRush's
classi�cation of search intent.

 Informational - The user search for information about a speci�c topic.
Example: entrepreneurship guide
 Navigational - The user searches for a speci�c website. Example: apple website
 Commercial - The user researches a product. Example: iphone 14 review
 Transactional - The user searches for purchasing a speci�c product. Example: bath towel
price

Part 4: All About On-Page SEO
As we discussed earlier, on-page SEO refers to optimizing the content on your web pages to
make them rank higher in the search results.

Now let's discuss each of the on-page SEO factors in detail.

1. Page Content
All content is not created equal, and Google cares very much about giving searchers the best
content.

The following are the aspects that Google looks at to deliver the best results.

Content Freshness
The frequency of updating the content depends on your website's niche.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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If you cover topics that change frequently, it's important that they be fresh and updated. For
instance, if your content is about NFL standing, you should update it frequently to ensure users
know the latest updates.

Similarly, if you write general content, you need not update it regularly since the information
stays relatively static. For instance, say that you have written a guide about entrepreneurship. In
this case, the information covered will remain relevant for many years.

However, you may make minor monthly changes to your content because Google prefers fresher
content.

Content Accuracy
Google does its best to ensure the information they show in search results is accurate. If Google
regularly returns incorrect search results, no one will use it.

So, before you publish the content, make sure to do a quick fact-check.

Content Depth
The more information you add to your content, the better the chance for you to rank higher in
the search results.

Now, to be clear, thoroughness is different than length. Writing in-depth means that you provide
all the information that searchers are looking for.

You can go through other pages ranking in the search results for your focus keyword to get an
idea of the information they cover. To make your content stand out, you may include some more
bene�cial information not covered on those pages. But don't go too overboard and write out-of-
the-topic information in your content.

2. Title Tags

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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A title tag is an HTML code that speci�es the title of a page. Title tags appear as clickable links
on the search results.

The following are the tips to optimize the title tags.

 Write a unique and descriptive title tag. It should describe the content of your page.
 The title tag length should be between 50-60, or at most 70 characters. Note that Google
doesn't suggest a speci�c length for the title, as the length doesn't in�uence the ranking.
But, if your title is too lengthy, a part of it can be hidden, reducing the CTR.
 Include the focus keyword towards the beginning of the title. But, keep in mind not to
include too many keywords and make the title sound unnatural.
 Display your brand name in the title. But, separate it from the actual page title with a
hyphen (-) or a vertical dash (|).
 Use modi�ers in your title to increase the CTR. Some examples of modi�ers include best,
top, easy, simple, etc.

3. Header Tags

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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First, I would like to inform you that title tags differ from header tags.

As explained previously, title tags appear as clickable links in the search results. In comparison,
header tags appear as the heading of a page.

Bonus tip: Keep both the title tag and H1 tag the same to avoid confusion among users.

Header tags are HTML elements that separate heading and subheadings from the content of a
page.

The header tags range from H1-H6. H1 is the primary heading of a page, and it holds the
highest signi�cance. H2-H6 tags are subheadings.

You can optimize the H1 tag by including the focus keyword in it. Also, ensure all the header
tags on your page are good, as they can help improve the user experience.

4. Image Optimization

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Large images on pages dramatically increase the load time. To avoid a long loading time, you
should compress the images.

If you use WordPress, you can use plugins like Optimus – WordPress Image Optimizer and
EWWW Image Optimizer to compress the images.

If you aren't a WordPress or don't want to install a plugin for image compression, you can use
free third-party online tools like TinyPNG.

Besides compressing the images, writing alt text for them also plays a role in image
optimization.

Alt text helps search engines to crawl and rank the images. It can also help visually impaired
readers using screen-reading tools by giving them a text equivalent to the image. And alt text
displays when an image fails to load.

You should write short and descriptive alt text for your images.

5. URL Optimization
Optimizing the URL is pretty simple.

Google prefers short and descriptive URLs. So, structure your URL short and include your focus
keyword in the slug. Here's an example.

www.example.com/focus-keyword

Also, don't use random characters in the URL.

6. Meta Description Optimization

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://wordpress.org/plugins/optimus/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/ewww-image-optimizer/
https://tinypng.com/
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Meta description (description tag) is the text that appears under the title.

Like your title, the meta description should be clear and compelling. Include your primary
keyword in the description so that users know the page contains the information they need.
Also, keep it under 160 characters to avoid part of it being cut when Google displays it in the
search results.

7. Internal Linking
Internal linking refers to linking within your own website. It can help improve your on-page SEO,
and it helps increase the time people spend on your website.

The following are some internal linking tips.

 Use short and descriptive anchor text for the internal link.
 Add the correct number of internal links. For instance, if your content is 1000 words, you
can add 2 internal links.
 Ensure that internal links aren't close to each other.
 Ensure that the internal links are dofollow.

Off-page SEO refers to the things you do outside your website to rank it higher in the search
results.

Tips to Improve Off-Page SEO

Off-page SEO includes link building, local SEO, and social media marketing. Among these, link
building (building backlinks) is the most signi�cant off-page SEO factor.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Link Building

A backlink is a link you get from other websites.

Google sees backlinks as votes of con�dence. So, if your website gets a backlink from a high
authority website, it signals to Google that your content is worth ranking in the search results.

If your webpage has a lot of backlinks from high authority websites, there's a chance for it to rank
high in the search results as it's more authoritative and trustworthy in the eyes of Google.

Note that the website's relevancy is an important quality determining factor besides
authoritativeness.

If your content is about smartphones, getting backlinks from websites in the same gadget niche
would be bene�cial.

Part 5: All About O�-Page SEO
Off-page SEO refers to the things you do outside your website to rank it higher in the search
results.

Off-page SEO includes link building, social media marketing, and local SEO. Among these, link
building (building backlinks) is the most signi�cant off-page SEO factor.

Tips to Improve O�-Page SEO
1. Link Building
A backlink is a link you get from other websites.

There are two types of backlinks.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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 Dofollow backlinks - All links are dofollow by default. In dofollow links, the link juice
(authority) is transferred from the origin to the destination website.
 Nofollow backlinks - You should add the rel="nofollow" attribute to make a link nofollow.
In nofollow links, the link juice (authority) doesn't transfer from the origin to the
destination website.

Google sees backlinks as votes of con�dence. So, if your website gets a backlink from a high
authority website, it signals to Google that your content is worth ranking in the search results.

If your webpage has a lot of backlinks from high authority websites, there's a chance for it to rank
high in the search results as it's more authoritative and trustworthy in the eyes of Google.

Note that the website's relevancy is an important quality determining factor besides
authoritativeness.

If your content is about smartphones, getting backlinks from websites in the same gadget niche
would be bene�cial.

Ok. There are two ways to acquire backlinks.

Natural Links
Natural links are the links that you get to your website organically.

Writing high-quality content can get organic backlinks to your website. However, if your website
is new, your content will mostly be unknown to others. In this case, you can get links through the
methods listed below.

Built Links
Built links are the links that you get through outreach. Outreach includes reaching out to
bloggers and asking them for a backlink.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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You can also get backlinks by creating them. Those links are called created backlinks.

You can create backlinks by self-submitting your website to directories, forums, etc. However,
keep in mind that if you incorrectly create backlinks, you may get penalized by Google.

Submitting your website to low-quality directories just to get backlinks may make Google
penalize your website.

2. Social Media Marketing
Social media is one of the best ways to increase your business's exposure. Many businesses have
started to utilize this opportunity and make a lot of money through social media.

As you may know, Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube, and Twitter are some of the most
popular social media platforms.

By sharing your content on social media, you can get exposure from your target audience. This
increases the traf�c to your content, which can help improve your rankings in the search results.

Also, when you share your content on social media, other bloggers may view it and provide you
with a backlink. Though this is rare, it may happen if your content is really good and gets a good
response from users.

3. In�uencer Marketing
You can approach in�uencers in your niche and ask them to promote your content.

You can partner with an in�uencer, depending on your budget. Usually, top in�uencers will
charge a lot of money for promoting your content. But, your content can get a good reach.

Regardless of the size of the in�uencer you partner with, ensure he has an engaged audience
following.

4. Local SEO

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Local SEO refers to optimizing your website for local search results. If your business has a
physical location, you should optimize your website for local SEO to increase its visibility.

If your business doesn't have a physical location, I suggest you skip this part, as it won't bene�t
you much.

You can create a pro�le on Google My Business to make your business appear when someone
searches for it on Google.

When you create an account on Google My Business, ensure to provide all the required
information to optimize your pro�le.

Besides Google My Business, you can also submit your business on other popular directories.

Here's an example of how your business will appear if you set up Google My Business.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Ensure the name, address, and phone (NAP) you submit across all directories are consistent.

You can use SEMRush's Listing Management tool to check your citations and �nd new citation
opportunities.

Link Buidling Strategies
As mentioned earlier, link building is the most important part of off-page SEO. So now, let's get
to know the link building strategies.

The �rst step for getting backlinks is to publish great content on your website.

There are millions of new pages published on the internet each day. If you want someone to
provide a link to your page, it's essential to give him a good reason.

Creating high-quality content is the reason that will make a blogger provide a link to you, as your
content can bene�t his audience.

Here are a few tips to come up with great content.

1. Create Great Content

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://semrush.sjv.io/n1YbWV
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 Cover the subject thoroughly. In-depth blogs tend to get more backlinks than short ones,
as they are more bene�cial to the users. Generally, I would suggest you cover the
information your competitors haven't to make your content stand out.
 Make the content easy to consume. If you want users to read your content, make it easy to
consume. Use familiar words, choose the right font, write short paragraphs, leave enough
space, and add sub-headings to make your content easier to read.
 Publish case studies. Usually, original research content like case studies tends to get
higher backlinks compared to general content. If you have the resources, you can consider
publishing case studies. You may also publish detailed guides to gain the attention of
other bloggers.
 Create infographics. When you add an attractive infographic to your blog, there's a good
chance for other bloggers to use it and give you a backlink in return. As creating
infographics consumes time, many big bloggers use existing infographics and provide a
backlink to the creator.

2. Broken Link Building
Broken link building is the process of �nding links that don't work anymore from relevant
websites. Once you �nd the broken link, email the site owner and offer your own content as a
replacement for the broken link.

You can use tools like SEMRush, Ahrefs, etc., to �nd broken links.

3. Guest Post
Guest posting refers to publishing content on third-party websites. You should �nd websites in
the same niche as yours. Then connect with the owners of those websites and ask if they would
be willing to link to your content.

You should be careful to do this in a non-spammy way.

4. Publish Content on Article Submission Sites

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Find websites in the same niche as yours. Connect with the owners of the sites and ask if they
would be willing to link to your content. You have to be careful to do this in a non-spammy way.
Use this Email Outreach Guide w

There are many article submission sites where you can publish your content. Here are some of
the websites that provide dofollow backlinks.

 Medium
 Google Sites
 Tumblr
 Wattpad

As you may know, in this modern era, most searches on Google are made through smartphones.
So, your website needs to be mobile-friendly, which means it's optimized for smartphones.

Also, since mobile optimization is one of the ranking factors of Google, if your website isn't
mobile optimized, it won't perform well in the search results.

One way to see how your site performs on mobile phones is to go to Google Search Console and
look at the “Mobile Usability” report. There you’ll see if there are any mobile issues with your
site.

1. Mobile Optimization

The following are the tips to optimize your website for technical SEO.

Tips to Improve Technical SEO

Technical SEO refers to any optimization that you make in the technical aspects of your website
to improve its ranking in the search results.

Part 6: All About Technical SEO

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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You may also use Google's mobile-friendly test tool to check the mobile-friendliness of your
website.

2. Site Structure and Navigation
When you create your website, you should ensure to organize the pages correctly to improve
your site structure. By improving the site structure, you make it easier for Google to rank and
index your pages.

Here are some tips you can use to improve your site's structure.

Create categories and put the pages under them. This can help users to navigate across your
website. Also, this makes it easier for Google to crawl and index your pages.

3. Improve Loading Speed
Page speed is how fast a webpage load in the browser. You can view fast pages almost
immediately, while slow pages take longer to appear.

These days, page speed increasingly matters to Google. Think about it from their perspective. If
they send searchers to a page that takes a long time to load, those searchers won’t be happy.
People want to see results quickly, and if a page is slow, they’ll click on another page.

In light of this, they tend to favor faster pages over slower ones in the search results. All other
things being equal, faster pages get higher rankings.

You can use Google's PageSpeed Insights tool to test the speed of your website. It will analyze
your site, tell you how it is performing, and give you speci�c recommendations for speeding up
your website.

 Improve internal linking. Internal linking refers to linking within your own website.
 Optimize the URL structure. So, you should ensure that your pages URL are easy to
understand.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://pagespeed.web.dev/
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Here are some strategies you can implement to improve the loading speed of your website.

1. Compress Images
Large images on web pages dramatically increase the time it takes them to load. A very simple
way to increase your page speed is to automatically compress all your images.

If you use WordPress, the WP Smush Image plugin will handle all the compression duties for
you. Once you install it, the plugin will analyze all the pictures in your media library and �nd
ones that it can compress. You can also bulk upload photos for WP Smush to compress them all.

If you use something other than WordPress, you can easily compress your images using a service
like TinyPNG. Both of these tools can handle your compression needs.

2. Utilize Browser Caching
When a person visits your site, all the elements of your website, such as images and HTML code,
need to be loaded into their browser. This process requires a lot of resources and slows down
the loading process.

Browser caching saves certain elements of your site, like headers and footers, within visitors'
browsers so that they don’t have to reload every time they visit your site. This can increase your
site speed quite a bit. The  WordPress plugin makes it super simple to implement
browser caching on your site.

W3 Total Cache

3. Minify HTML
When a person visits your site, the HTML code must be loaded into and interpreted by their
browser. Decreasing the amount of HTML that must be loaded increases page speed.
Mini�cation decreases the HTML by cleaning it up: removing unnecessary lines, erasing
duplicate information, and more.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://tinypng.com/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/w3-total-cache/
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You don’t have to be a whiz at coding to minify the HTML on your site. The 
 WordPress plugin will take care of it for you. Once you’ve installed the plugin, go to the

settings and turn it on. Your page speed will increase once you’ve done this. 

Minify
HTML

4. Delete Unwanted Plugins
Using plugins can improve the functionality of your website. However, as plugins are software,
having too many of them can slow down your website.

If there are plugins you don't use, go ahead and delete them. This can help speed up your
website.

5. Use CDN
A Content Delivery Network (CDN) puts the �les to your website on a large number of servers
around the world (as opposed to servers in a central location).

When a person visits your site, they are getting the �les from a server that is relatively close to
them. The physical proximity of the servers increases the speed at which your pages load.

Cloud�are, MaxCDN, and Cloudwatch are some CDNs you can consider using for your website.

4. Submit Your Sitemap to Google
A sitemap is the list of all pages and posts on your website. Submitting your sitemap to Google
can make it easier for them to crawl and index your pages.

You can use tools like XML-Sitemaps to create the sitemap for your website.

5. Structured Data (Schema Markup)
Many pages have content that's easy for people to understand but tough for the Google
algorithm to make sense of. For example, you may have a product page that features prices,
availability, ratings, and more. Google can’t easily understand that information unless you
structure it in a speci�c way.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://wordpress.org/plugins/minify-html-markup/
https://www.cloudflare.com/
https://www.stackpath.com/maxcdn/
https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/
https://www.xml-sitemaps.com/
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Structured data is speci�c code you put on your pages that helps Google understand the content.
There are speci�c structured data formats for all sorts of things, such as

 Books
 Courses
 Ratings
 Events
 Local business info
 Recipes

If you implement structured data correctly, there's a chance for that data to be displayed in the
search results. For example, have you ever searched for a recipe and seen things like bake time
or ratings? That’s the result of structured data being implemented.

When information is shown directly in the results, it’s called a “rich snippet”. Rich snippets
increase the chances that a person will click on your website in the search results. To create this
type of information, you can use Google’s Structured Data Markup Helper.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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You enter the URL of the page you want to edit and then Google will guide you through adding
structured data to it. Once you’re done, you can simply copy and paste the updated information
back to your website.

6. Secure Your Website
Google takes the security of its users seriously. They don’t want to send people to an unsecured
site where data could be breached. If you use the Chrome browser, you may have gotten a “Not
Secure” warning when trying to visit speci�c pages. This warning is shown on sites where the
data between the browser and server is not encrypted.

Alright. But how to know if your website is secure? A simple way is to look in the URL bar where
your web address is typed. Depending on the browser you use, you should either see “https”
before the web address or a security icon (it’s a padlock in the Chrome browser). If your site isn’t
secure, make it secure using an SSL certi�cate.

Let’s Encrypt is a free SSL certi�cate you can install on your site. Usually, when you purchase your
web hosting from reputed providers like , they will, by default, install the SSL
certi�cate on your website.  

HostGator

7. Delete or Fix Broken Pages
As the name suggests, broken pages are the ones that are no longer accessible. When you view
those pages, you will get a 404 error.

Broken pages can negatively impact user experience. So, you should �x it ASAP.

You can use SEMRush Site Audit tool to �nd the broken pages on your website. Once you �nd
the broken links, you can go to those pages and noindex or redirect them.

8. Use Breadcrumbs
Breadcrumbs are secondary navigational aid that helps users know their location on the website.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Breadcrumbs display your website's hierarchy to users. If you feel displaying breadcrumbs on a
speci�c page will bene�t the users, you can go ahead and enable that option.

Part 7: Voice Search Optimization
Since the introduction of voice assistants like Siri, Alexa, and Google Home, voice search has
exploded. Instead of typing in their searches, people can just speak them.

In order to optimize for voice search, it’s important to think about how most people use it. It’s
almost always done in the form of a question:  

 How old is Cristiano Ronaldo?
 When was Apple founded?
 What was the �rst smartphone?

The best way to optimize for voice search is to include content that can be pulled by Google and
given as the answer to a question.

Tips to Optimize for Voice Search
The following are the tips to optimize for voice search.

1. Create FAQ Pages
These pages are usually short and sweet answers to a number of speci�c questions, which is
exactly what Google is looking for when returning voice search results.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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2. Shoot for the Featured Snippet
The featured snippet often shows up before any other search results and is often given as
answers to voice searches. For strategies on how to get the featured snippet, check out this
guide by HubSpot.

3. Write Naturally 
Google wants voice search results to sound natural, so they tend to favor content that is written
naturally. In other words, write as you talk. Avoid being stiff and formal.

4. Keep It Simple
On average, voice search results tend to be at around a 9th-grade reading level. This is one
reason why you don’t want to use overly technical jargon or complex words.

5. Boost Your Site Speed
Google wants to deliver voice search results fast, which means they favor faster websites. The
faster your site, the better the chances of your website ranking for voice searches.

As you work to make your site voice-search friendly, think about the kind of information you
would want to know and the questions you would ask to �nd that information. Then work that
information naturally into the content that you’re creating.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EsrH66rK6sscRNetFvrrcz2YmwQJ5KEMM0Eckyg31LQ/edit?usp=sharing
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ABOUT LEAD NICELY 

  Total Management 
 Search Engine Optimization 
 Custom Web Design
 Content Marketing
 Email Marketing
 Social Media Marketing
 Pay Per Click
 Phalera- The CRM by Lead Nicely

We are a leading digital marketing company that specializes in offering end-to-end solutions for
businesses and organizations looking to grow their online presence and focus on what's most
important - running a successful enterprise!

Our Services

Why do you need an Online Presence?
 Reach a wider audience
 Increase brand awareness
 Establish credibility
 Provide information and services
 Generate leads and sales
 Enables businesses to stay competitive
 Connect with your target audience effectively
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